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The unprecedented increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration
calls for effective carbon capture technologies. With distributed
sources contributing to about half of the overall emission, CO2

capture from the atmosphere [direct air capture, (DAC)] is more
relevant than ever. Herein, an electrochemically mediated DAC
system is reported which utilizes affinity of redox-active
quinone moieties towards CO2 molecules, and unlike incumbent
chemisorption technologies which require temperature or pH
swing, relies solely on the electrochemical voltage for CO2

capture and release. The design and operation of a DAC system
is demonstrated with stackable bipolar cells using quinone
chemistry. Specifically, poly(vinylanthraquinone) (PVAQ) nega-

tive electrode undergoes a two-electron reduction reaction and
reversibly complexes with CO2, leading to CO2 sequestration
from the feed stream. The subsequent PVAQ oxidation,
conversely, results in release of CO2. The performance of both
small- and meso-scale cells for DAC are evaluated with feed CO2

concentrations as low as 400 ppm (0.04%), and energy
consumption is demonstrated as low as 113 kJ per mole of CO2

captured. Notably, the bipolar cell construct is modular and
expandable, equally suitable for small and large plants. Moving
forward, this work presents a viable and highly customizable
electrochemical method for DAC.

Introduction

The unprecedented increase in the atmospheric concentration
of greenhouse gasses (specifically CO2) with its direct effect on
global climate patterns is of major concern for the 21st century.
Atmospheric CO2 levels which remained constant at around
280 ppm in the preindustrial era, have grown over recent
decades to exceed 400 ppm, and the trajectory of ever-
increasing anthropogenic CO2 emissions suggests that the CO2

level could be nearly doubled within this century.[1,2] The upper
boundary of CO2 concentration to avoid catastrophic climate
and environmental changes was estimated to be around
500 ppm by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,[3]

and we are approaching this limit at an alarming rate. There-
fore, a multitude of technologies have been developed in an
effort to mitigate CO2 emissions: from solvent scrubbing[4] and
oxy-fuel combustion[5] to thermal[6,7] or electrochemical
methods[8,9] for CO2 capture from the point sources (such as
power plants) that are mostly responsible for the rise of
atmospheric CO2 concentration.

A significant contribution (roughly half) to overall CO2

emissions can be attributed to distributed sources, and thus

removal of existing CO2 from air (often noted as direct air
capture, or DAC) is also essential for ensuring the CO2 levels do
not go beyond the targeted range.[10] DAC is a potential solution
for climate change mitigation, with a number of technologies
moving towards commercialization. While the applicability of
DAC still requires validation, recent techno-economic assess-
ments suggest reduction in CO2 capture costs when imple-
mented on a large-scale.[11] As the CO2 concentration in ambient
air is extremely dilute, chemisorbents with stronger affinity for
CO2 than typical sorbents used for point-sources have been
employed for selective capture via DAC.[10,12] For instance,
alkaline hydroxides[13–15] or carbonates[16,17] that strongly bind to
CO2 enable removal of CO2 in the form of carbonate or
bicarbonate, respectively, which then can be decomposed in a
subsequent step to give a pure CO2 stream for sequestration
and regenerate the sorbent for additional capture of CO2.
However, in addition to many of these sorbents being highly
basic,[10] the thermodynamic benefit of CO2 capture from
ambient air comes with an energy penalty in the regeneration
step, and an energy-intensive temperature swing is often
needed to turn carbonate back to CO2-capture sorbents,[10,15]

though there have been reports on emerging techniques to
regenerate the sorbents near room temperature.[18,19] Ionic
liquids have also been considered as potential sorbents for CO2

capture as they have capabilities to dissolve CO2.
[20] Significant

advances were made through the introduction of functional
groups such as amines,[21,22] but low gravimetric capacities of
ionic liquids originating from their large molecular weight are
challenges to overcome.[23] Alternatively, amine-functionalized
porous supports (e.g., zeolites, metal-organic frameworks, etc.)
show promising performances in DAC, as CO2 can be
chemisorbed on amine groups immobilized over large surface
areas.[24–26] This method is favorable as it requires less energy
input for regeneration of sorbents relative to conventional
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amine scrubbing methods (due to the lack of water in the
process), but rapid decrease of CO2-capture capacity in long-
term operations is an issue to be addressed.[25,26]

In recent years, there have been various attempts to
incorporate electrochemical methods in CO2 capture process.

[27]

Notably, the electrochemical swing methods are distinct from
other techniques that require thermal cycling in that they rely
solely on the electronic and/or electrochemical behavior of the
active materials. These methods typically function by applica-
tion of voltage (and/or current) to an electrochemical cell with
one or more anode-cathode pairs and subsequent CO2 capture/
release through pH modulation,[28] electric double layer
formation,[29,39] or nucleophilicity modulation of capturing
moieties.[31] Electrochemically-mediated bonding has particular
potential for use in DAC, since chemisorption has been
proposed to be a more suitable approach than physisorption
for the selective and efficient removal of CO2 under low
concentrations as well as in the presence of other gases.[12,32–34]

In the current work, we focus on the latter technique, in
which electrochemically tunable affinity of moieties (such as
quinones) towards CO2 molecules allows cyclic capture and
release of CO2. Voskian and Hatton[31] recently demonstrated an
effective electro-swing adsorption bed system exploiting the
ability of quinones to capture CO2 under reducing conditions,
and then to release this gas upon oxidation. In their system, it
was necessary to directly address each of the cells in a stack
individually, which can add complexity to the construction and
operation of the beds. We here build upon and expand this
work in both system design and operation to demonstrate a
capture system with stackable bipolar cells using quinone
chemistry for DAC. Specifically, we develop and construct a
modular, expandable, and easy-to-fabricate cell stack with
bipolar electrodes and demonstrate its applicability in DAC with
feed concentrations as low as 400 ppm (0.04%) and energy
consumption as low as 113 kJmol� 1. Notably, our proposed
bipolar stack design eliminates the need for external electric
interconnects between adjacent cells and ensures simpler
implementation. Moreover, compartments other than essential
components such as electrodes, electrolyte, and gas diffusion
layer could be removed from the inside of the stacked bipolar
cell, leading to a substantial improvement in terms of efficient
volume utilization (i. e., less space needed for the system setup).

As shown in Figure 1, we employ the intrinsic affinity of
redox-active quinone moieties towards CO2 (in liquid phase)
and use their reversible complexation with CO2 molecules to
demonstrate successful CO2 capture and release from the gas
phase (feed stream) via quinone reduction and oxidation,
respectively. Specifically, to this end, we use
poly(vinylanthraquinone)-carbon nanotube (PVAQ-CNT) compo-
site cathodes and poly(vinylferrocene)-CNT (PVFc-CNT) compo-
site anodes. In short, upon reduction at the cathode, quinone
moieties in PVAQ-CNT (which is immobilized on a conductive
substrate and wetted with an ionic liquid electrolyte) undergo
two-electron redox reaction and complex with dissolved CO2

molecules. The subsequent CO2 deficit in the electrolyte (liquid
phase) is then replenished by diffusive transport of CO2 through
the gas-liquid interface (from the gas to the liquid phase) and

through the electrolyte from the interface to the quinone sites.
Conversely, quinone oxidation results in decomplexation and
diffusive release of CO2 from the liquid towards the gas-liquid
interface and finally into the gas phase (sweep stream).

We use a series of these capture modules to construct a
novel, easy-to-fabricate, and highly modular bipolar stack (refer
to Experimental Section for more information) and develop an
integrated CO2 capture/release system for DAC applications
using computer-controlled valves and mass flow controllers
(MFCs). We perform capture and release studies on a single-pair
electrode cell (a proof-of-concept cell) as well as a meso-scale
eight-pair bipolar cell, and demonstrate successful CO2 uptake
at concentrations as low as 400 ppm, which enables the
operation at a narrower voltage window that leads to a small
energy consumption. In short, our work lays out a viable
electrochemical route for DAC based on the reversible carbox-
ylation of quinone moieties using a modular and highly
customizable bipolar cell.

Experimental Section

Materials

Reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and PolySciences and
used without further purification. The ionic liquid electrolyte
obtained from IoLiTec Inc. was 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([BMIM][TFSI]). The electrode sub-
strate was AvCarb EP40 carbon fiber paper without polytetrafluoro-
ethylene (PTFE) treatment, obtained from Fuel Cell Store.

Figure 1. Schematic of the electrochemical cell with a PVAQ-CNT cathode
and a PVFc-CNT anode for CO2 separation from a feed stream. The anode
and cathode composites are immobilized on a conductive substrate and are
wetted with a room temperature ionic liquid. Cathode reduction results in
quinone complexation with dissolved CO2 and subsequent uptake of CO2

from the feed stream. Cathode oxidation, on the other hand, results in
decomplexation and release of CO2.
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PVAQ synthesis

PVAQ was synthesized via free-radical polymerization with slight
modifications from a previously reported procedure.[35] 2-Vinyl-
anthraquinone (2.13 mmol, 98%) and 2,2’-azobis(2-meth-
ylpropionitrile) (23 μmol, 98%) were added to a three-necked flask,
which was then vacuum purged with nitrogen. 1,2-Dichloroethane
(21 mL, anhydrous 99.8%) was introduced into the vessel, and the
dispersion was stirred and heated under reflux at 80 °C for 21.5 h.
All components dissolved in the solvent upon heating, but the
solution became cloudy again by the end of the reaction. The
resulting mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature, after
which the solid product was purified via multiple cycles of
precipitation with methanol, separation by centrifugation, and re-
dissolution in chloroform. The final washed polymer was dried
under vacuum at room temperature with a yield of 82%.

Electrode preparation and characterization

The electrodes in the flow cells used in this work were 2×2 cm2,
2.5×15 cm2, and 1×15 cm2 in size. The PVAQ-CNT and PVFc-CNT
electrodes were both prepared by drop casting dispersion solutions
onto the carbon paper substrates. A stock solution of 40 mg PVAQ
and 120 mg multiwalled-CNT was dissolved in 20 mL N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent. Similarly, a second stock solution of
80 mg PVFc and 80 mg multiwalled-CNT dissolved in 20 mL NMP
was also prepared. The polymers were dispersed with the CNTs via
sonication of individual stock solutions for 1 h in an ice bath to
generate separate PVAQ-CNT and PVFc-CNT inks. The inks were
then drop cast onto their corresponding substrates in increments
of 100 μL and dried at 80 °C in a convection oven. Electrodes with
various sizes and active material loadings were prepared during
this work. Specifics of the size and loadings are given in the
following sections accordingly. For the reference, 100 μLcm� 2

PVAQ-CNT loading is equivalent to 0.85 μmol PVAQ cm� 2 (or
0.8 mgcm� 2 of PVAQ-CNT), and 100 μLcm� 2 PVFc-CNT loading is
equivalent to 1.87 μmol PVFccm� 2 (or 0.8 mgcm� 2 of PVFc-CNT).

Further, electrochemical characterization (cyclic voltammetry, elec-
trochemical impedance spectroscopy) and charge/discharge cycles
(chronoamperometry and chronopotentiometry) were performed,
respectively, on a PARSTAT 4000A potentiostat (Princeton Applied
Research) and a Keithley 2440 sourcemeter (Keithley Instruments).
Three-electrode characterizations were performed in a BASi cell
with Pt wire and Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl) counter and reference
electrodes, respectively. Experiments were performed with
[BMIM][TFSI] electrolyte under both N2 and CO2 (saturated)
conditions.

Stackable bipolar cell design

The bipolar cell, as shown in Figure 2, uses multiple capture
modules with in-series electrical connections. Each module consists
of a PVFc-CNT positive electrode, a separator, a PVAQ-CNT negative
electrode, and a porous electrically conductive medium (such as
titanium foam) serving as an air conduit. Specifically, as depicted in
Figure 2a, each module was composed of (1) a pair of 185 μm thick
PVAQ-CNT and PVFc-CNT electrodes, (2) a 50 μm thick polypropy-
lene separator (Celgard), (3) a 1 mm thick nickel foam with 60 ppi
pore size acting as air conduit, and (4) titanium sheets acting as
current collectors. The modules were stacked face to face as in
Figure 2b, resulting in a series of capture modules in which the
opposite electrodes of adjacent modules are electrically – but not
ionically – connected via the air conduit (hence the name bipolar
stack), while opposite electrodes in the same module are ionically –
but not electronically – connected by the separator. The assembly

was then sandwiched between two acrylic endplates and sealed
with silicone rubber gaskets and fasteners (McMaster-Carr). We
henceforth call this assembly the stackable bipolar cell (or simply,
the cell). The design described here, which to some extent is
reminiscent of the fuel cell structure, eliminates the need for
external electric interconnects between the adjacent modules and
ensures simpler implementation while greatly increasing the
modularity. The external voltage is simply equally split between
electrode pairs, driving the quinone redox reactions and subse-
quent capture and release of CO2.

Carbon capture and release platform

The capture and release platform, as shown in the schematic of
Figure 2e, was composed of N2 and 5% CO2 (in nitrogen) feed gas
lines (Airgas), three MFCs (Cole-Parmer), computer-controlled three-
way valves, a power source, a flow-through CO2 sensor (ExplorIR-W
5%), and our bipolar cell. We note that the gas mixture of N2 and
CO2 was used here for the cell operation due to the oxygen
sensitivity of quinones. These experiments were designed specifi-
cally to demonstrate the operational behavior of the quinone-based
electrochemical CO2 capture system in a stackable bipolar cell
configuration, which would let us draw connection between the
current finding and practical application (which uses the air as the
feed stream) once the oxygen-sensitivity challenge is resolved. The

Figure 2. Schematic of (a) a single capture module and (b) a bipolar cell with
multiple in-series modules (three pairs shown). (c) Simplified three-dimen-
sional (3D) drawing and (d) photograph of the cell. Modules consist of
anode, cathode, separator, and porous conductive air conduit. The stacking
provides electrical contact between opposite electrodes of adjacent modules
(via the conductive air conduit) and ionic connection between opposite
electrodes in the same module (via the separator). By design, the external
voltage is then simply equally split between the electrode pairs, driving
similar capture dynamics in each module. (e) Schematic diagram of our
continuous CO2 capture and release system with MFCs, three-way valves,
power source, CO2 sensor, and our electrochemical cell. A power source was
used for application of voltage/current to the cell. A digital multimeter with
a custom-built eight-channel relay pack was used to monitor the voltage of
individual modules.
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two feed streams were mixed at 125 :1 ratio to generate a 400 ppm
(0.04%) CO2 stream in N2 carrier gas with total flowrate of
600 mLmin� 1. This corresponds to flowrates of roughly 4.8 and
595.2 mLmin� 1, respectively, which are comfortably within the
operating range of each MFC. The resulting 400 ppm CO2 stream
was then passed through a third MFC, reducing the flowrate to
5 mLmin� 1 by venting the excess flow directly to the atmosphere;
the use of only two MFCs (instead of three), resulted in an
exceedingly slow and hard to achieve flowrate for the 5% CO2

stream. The final 400 ppm feed stream was then passed through
the bipolar cell, and, subsequently, the flow-through CO2 detector.
The two computer-controlled valves immediately upstream and
downstream of the cell stack were used to allow or block the feed
through the cell on demand. A power source (Keithley 2440) was
used for application of voltage/current to the cell, and a single-
channel digital multimeter (Fluke) in conjunction with a custom-
built 8-channel relay pack was used to monitor the voltage level of
individual modules during the operation of the cell. All components
of the setup (MFCs, valves, power source, relays, voltage meter, and
CO2 sensor) were connected to and controlled by a computer.

Results and Discussion

Electrochemically mediated CO2 separation

Quinone moieties, and thus PVAQ polymers, undergo two-
electron charge transfer upon oxidation and reduction in
aprotic electrolytes and can reversibly complex with electro-
philes such as CO2 (but not N2) during the process.[31,36,37] This
reversible carboxylation of PVAQ-CNT electrodes results in great
selectivity towards CO2, and, once paired with counter electro-
des such as PVFc-CNT to balance the charge, can be a viable
solution for carbon capture applications. Further, the electrolyte
can play a significant role in the operation of the cell.
Specifically, due to flow of gas over the wetted electrodes,
electrolyte evaporation can be a major concern. Aqueous
electrolytes require frequent electrolyte replenishment, and,
moreover, tend to dissolve quinones, resulting in quick capacity
fade. Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs), however, have
negligible vapor pressure with minimal evaporation and
eliminate the need for electrolyte replenishment. In this work,
[BMIM][TFSI] electrolyte is used due to its low vapor pressure
and good CO2 solubility (around 4 gL

� 1).[38]

Figure 3 shows cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of individual
electrodes in a three-electrode setup (BASi) with Pt wire counter
electrode and a leakless Ag/AgCl reference (eDAQ) in
[BMIM][TFSI] electrolyte at a slow scan rate of 5 mVs� 1. As
evident from the CV curve, the PVAQ-CNT cathode in CO2-
deprived electrolyte (under N2 atmosphere) has two distinct
reduction peaks corresponding to two-step activation of
quinone centers in the absence of CO2. In a CO2-rich environ-
ment, on the other hand, the two peaks merge into a single
peak close to the first reduction potential, which is a direct
indication of reversible complexation of quinone centers with
dissolved CO2, with a redox potential of around � 0.7 V
(measured as the average of reduction and oxidation poten-
tials). Together with the PVFc-CNT electrode, the electrochem-
ical voltage window (measured as the distance between

average redox potential of PVAQ-CNT and PVFc-CNT electrodes)
is approximately 1.1 V. As a result, in a cell with a PVFc-CNT
anode and a PVAQ-CNT cathode, one can expect complete
activation of both quinone and ferrocene moieties theoretically
at voltages above 1.1 V, although a larger voltage window
would be needed to overcome the kinetic barriers.

Capture and release cycles: proof of concept

Before study of a multi-pair electrode cell, in this section, we
demonstrate capture and release cycles in a small-scale cell
with a single electrode pair. The cell had a bed volume – the
empty space within the cell through which the gas flow and
contact occurs – of 1.5 mL with 2×2 cm2 electrodes, and the
feed stream was 400 ppm CO2 in N2 carrier gas. The electrode
loadings were 0.3 μmolcm� 2 PVAQ-CNT and 0.6 μmolcm� 2

PVFc-CNT. In the following, we first demonstrate the capture
and release of atmospheric-level CO2 (400 ppm) in a three-step
cycle (capture, release at no-flow, and flush) and later show
continuous cyclic operation of the cell under quasi-steady-state
condition.

Figure 4a shows effluent CO2 concentration vs number of
bed volumes (i. e., total volume gas introduced to the cell
relative to the actual bed volume available for flow) for the cell
operated in a capture-release-flush sequence. Prior to start of
the experiment, a constant flow of N2 at 5 mLmin

� 1 was fed to
the cell for 1 h. The feed gas was then immediately switched to
400 ppm CO2 (at t ¼ 0) and a voltage of 1.5 V was applied

Figure 3. CVs of PVAQ-CNT and PVFc-CNT electrodes in three-electrode
setup (Pt counter and Ag/AgCl reference electrode) in [BMIM][TFSI] electro-
lyte at 5 mVs� 1 scan rate. Notably, PVAQ-CNT shows two distinct quinone
redox peaks in the absence of CO2 (under N2), while the two peaks merge in
a CO2-rich environment. In the cathodic scan, the second reduction peak
(located at a more negative potential) undergoes positive potential shift by
the complexation between quinone and dissolved CO2; formation of
carbonate at one of the carbonyl groups makes the quinone aromatic ring
relatively neutral, leading to a facilitated reduction of second carbonyl group
that leads to nucleophilic addition of another CO2 [forming quinone
bis(carbonate)]. In the anodic scan, one peak appears under CO2 at a
relatively positive potential compared to those observed under N2. This is
attributable to the larger driving force required for oxidation of quinone
bis(carbonate) than that needed for quinone dianion oxidation.[37]
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across the cell. The capture-release-flush sequence is as follows:
(1) capture step upon application of 1.5 V to the cell and under
5 mLmin� 1 flowrate, (2) release step at 0 V cell voltage and
stopped flow, and finally (3) flush step under the flow of 400
ppm CO2 with 5 mLmin� 1 flowrate at the same cell voltage
(0 V). A separate control experiment under the same conditions
but at 0 V throughout was also performed. The control is used
to reveal the mixing and gas dispersion effects in the cell in the
absence of electrochemical CO2 uptake. As evident from
Figure 4a, the breakthrough curve for the control experiment
shows an initial region with zero effluent CO2 concentration,
followed by a sharp increase in the concentration. The two
regions correspond respectively to (1) the delay due to gas
detector position and (2) convective transport and dispersion of
the gas inside the cell. The capture/release experiment shows a
similar breakthrough profile, but with two important differ-
ences: complete CO2 removal up to 10 bed volumes, and slower
effluent concentration recovery compared to the control experi-
ment. The latter is partly due to dispersion of gas and partly to
electrochemical adsorption of CO2 into the cell. The area
between the two breakthrough curves is indicative of the
amount of CO2 captured, which is approximately equal to the
released amount during the flush step, as expected.

Figure 4b shows cyclic operation of a fresh cell for six
complete cycles at 1.5 and 0 V during the capture and release
steps, respectively, each for a duration of around 800 s (45 bed
volumes). The results show successful capture and release of
CO2 at the low concentration of 400 ppm, even in presence of
N2 gas in 2500-fold abundance. The cell achieves near-complete
removal of CO2 in the first cycle but only partial release at 0 V,
with the captured amount being significantly larger than the
released amount (refer to Figure 4c). While these effects are

partially due to mass transfer limitations within the electrolyte
and across the gas-liquid interface, and have been attributed to
a tradeoff between capacity and throughput of the system in
other flow studies,[39,40] the primary reason is the physical
solubility of CO2 in the electrolyte in equilibrium with the sweep
stream; when the electrodes are reactivated for adsorption, this
residual CO2 immediately complexes with the quinones, reduc-
ing their availability for capture of CO2 from the fresh feed
stream. A simple modeling analysis of these issues is given in a
later section, where it is shown that the capacity is directly
impacted by the amount of CO2 captured by the activated
quinones relative to that physically dissolved in the electrolyte.
After a number of cycles, the cell reaches dynamic steady state
in which subsequent cycles become progressively similar, as is
evident from Figure 4c, where CO2 uptake and released
amounts converge. The amounts (in moles) are calculated by
integrating the area bounded by the CO2 concentration profile
and 400 ppm line (inlet concentration) using the relation below:

N ¼
Q
RT

Z

pCO2
dt ¼

Vbed

RT

Z

pCO2
dnbed (1)

with Q, Vbed, R, and T being the flowrate, bed volume, universal
gas constant, and temperature (20 °C), respectively, t and nbed
are time and number of bed volumes, and pCO2

is CO2 partial
pressure in the feed stream which is related to the ppm value
cppm as in pCO2

¼ 10� 6 cppm
� �

patm with patm being the atmos-
pheric pressure. Lastly, Figure 4c also shows the Coulombic
efficiency of up to around 92% (defined as charge transferred
during charging over that during discharging), suggesting
effective direct air capture using quinone chemistry and the
fabricated cell. The low efficiency in the first cycle is because a

Figure 4. (a) Effluent CO2 concentration vs bed volume for capture-release-flush cell operation as well as the control run. The breakthrough curves during the
capture step show complete CO2 removal of about 10 bed volumes with subsequent concentration recovery that is slower compared to the control
experiment. (b) Cyclic operation of a fresh cell with 1.5 and 0 V during capture and release steps, respectively. Dynamic steady state is achieved after six
cycles. (c) Captured and release amounts of CO2 as well as Coulombic efficiency during each cycle.
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part of the CO2 released by the quinones remains physically in
the electrolyte solution and does not transport to the sweep
stream.

Voltage distribution and capture dynamics

We here discuss the effectiveness of the bipolar stack in
splitting the voltage equally across multiple electrode pairs and
the associated mass transport limitations. Figure 5a and b show
an example of cell and module voltages, current, and effluent
concentration profiles for a bipolar cell with three electrode
pairs (denoted as modules 1 to 3) with 400 ppm influent CO2

and 5 mLmin� 1 flowrate. The cell had active material loading
density similar to that in the previous section, but with larger
electrodes (2.5×15 cm) and bed volume (12 mL). The experi-
ment consisted of a capture step at 3.6 V (1.2 V across each
module) for a duration of 2 h, followed by a series of release
and flush steps at 3, 2.4, 1.8, 1.2, 0.6, and 0 V levels. Release and
flush steps were performed under no-flow and 5 mLmin� 1

flowrate conditions, respectively. Results in Figure 5a, as
expected, show equal voltage split across the three modules,
with positive current during capture and negative current
during subsequent release steps, confirming the effectiveness
of our bipolar stack design. The results in Figure 5b show
almost complete CO2 removal during the capture step and
step-wise release during the subsequent flush steps.

The capture dynamics during charging at 3.6 V are
presented in Figure 5c, where we compare the cumulative
captured amount (in μmol of CO2) and the theoretical value of
complete CO2 removal (dashed line). The captured amount N is

calculated as N ¼ Q
R

cin � coutð Þdt with cin and cout being inlet
and outlet CO2 molar concentrations, respectively, where the
molar concentration c is related to ppm value cppm as in
c ¼ patm

RT 10� 6 cppm
� �

: The results show two distinct regions: (1)
an initial advection-limited region up to about 30 bed volumes
with complete CO2 removal, followed by (2) a diffusion-limited
region where capture rate progressively slows down, possibly
due to mass transfer limitations within the electrolyte and/or
across the gas-liquid interface as the electrolyte equilibrates
with the gas stream. Lastly, Figure 5d summarizes the cumu-
lative CO2 amount released vs electrochemical voltage window
of each module (DV), defined for our 3-pair electrode cell as
DV ¼ 1

3 ð3:6 � VreleaseÞ. The data suggest a sigmoidal trend for
release of CO2 vs the module voltage window, where
DV < 0:7 V results in less than 20% CO2 release and
DV > 1:3 V has diminishing effect on the released amount. This
is in accordance with Nernst equation predictions with an
around 1.1 V electrochemical voltage for the PVAQ-CNT / PVFc-
CNT cell discussed earlier and suggests the optimized operation
to be at (or slightly larger than) the electrode pair electro-
chemical voltage (e.g., 1.2 V). Voltage windows much wider
than 1.3 V are not favorable, as they increase the energy
consumption without appreciable increase in the system
throughput. Additionally, as shown by Voskian and Hatton,[31]

lower energetics can be attained with working capacities (i. e.,
released amount vs maximum capacity) of about 50%–60%,
corresponding here to a cell voltage of about 0.8 V.

Figure 5. (a) Voltage of the cell and individual modules as well as the measured current and (b) effluent concentration during capture at 3.6 V and stepwise
release and flush at 3, 2.4, 1.8, 1.2, 0.6, and 0 V. Results show near-perfect voltage split across the modules. (c) Cumulative captured amount vs bed volume
reveals an initial advection-limited region followed by a diffusion-limited region. (d) Cumulative released CO2 vs electrochemical voltage window of each
module.
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Capture and release with bipolar stack

In this section, we discuss direct air capture (and release) and
the associated energy consumption via the meso-scale eight-
pair cell discussed in the Experimental Section. The cell had
about 14 mL bed volume with 1×15 cm2 electrodes with
loadings of 0.5 μmolcm� 2 (PVFc-CNT) and 0.25 μmolcm� 2

(PVAQ-CNT), operating at a 5 mLmin� 1 flowrate. Importantly,
inspired by the observations made in the previous section and
in an attempt to minimize the overall energy consumption, we
limit the operating voltage window of each module to between
1.2 V (for capture) to 0.6 V (for release) and thus operate the cell
in 4.8 to 9.6 V range. Additionally, each capture and release
cycle consisted of an initial constant current step (�0.5 mA)
followed by operation for a period with constant voltage across
the cell. The current is limited to prevent excessive resistive
(Coulombic) loss during the voltage switch. Figures 6a and b
show voltages of individual modules, total current, and the
effluent CO2 concentration for seven consecutive cycles. Results
show roughly similar voltage profiles for the eight modules (0.6
to 1.2 V) in the bipolar stack. The narrower flow channel
(compared to 2.5×15 cm2 in the previous section) enabled a
more efficient capture of CO2 as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting
Information). Additionally, similar to Figure 4b, the effluent
concentration profile reaches a dynamic steady state, resulting
in stable capture and release after 6–7 cycles.

The corresponding specific energy consumption (kJmol� 1

CO2) shown in Figure 6c continuously decreases: from
900 kJmol� 1 in the first cycle down to around 100 kJmol� 1

during the steady state operation of the cell. The values here
are calculated as the sum of electrical and pneumatic work over
the course of a single cycle; we note, however, that the pressure
drop across the cell at 5 mLmin� 1 flowrate is on the order of
tens of Pa, resulting in negligible pneumatic energy consump-

tion. The trend in Figure 6c clearly shows a tradeoff between
capture rate and energy efficiency: the first cycle demonstrates
highest capture amount (and highest capture rate) at the
expense of lowest energy efficiency (�900 kJmol� 1), while
subsequent cycles with lower capture amount require pro-
gressively less energy down to only around 100 kJmol� 1. This
level of energy consumption matches that in the state-of-the-
art DAC systems, with reported values in the range of 100–
150 kJmol� 1. That said, we note that the interplay of the two
metrics together, and not just the energy consumption, defines
the figures of merit relevant to practical DAC operation and
plant design. We note below that the physical solubility of the
CO2 in the electrolyte plays an important role in dictating the
overall performance of the system for any given quinone
loading.

Notes on operation of a full-size system

In this work, we focused on capture of CO2 from a feed with
release to a sweep stream at the same CO2 partial pressure p
(corresponding to a concentration of 400 ppm) to demonstrate
the cyclic operation under flow conditions. In practice, however,
it would be desirable to recover the CO2 as a pure or
concentrated stream, either through desorption of the CO2

under slight vacuum – which would require subsequent costly
compression – or preferably, desorption into a sweep stream of
pure CO2 at elevated pressure p* (where p* � p). Such
operation would be comprised of four main steps, as indicated
in Figure 7a to d: (a) CO2 is taken up by reduced quinones until
breakthrough; (b) air in the column is purged, displaced by
pure CO2 at the desired product pressure p* ; (c) quinones are
oxidized to release CO2 into the pure gas sweep stream; (d) the
pure CO2 in the column is displaced by the feed stream to be

Figure 6. (a) Voltage of eight individual modules and the corresponding cell voltage as well as (b) effluent CO2 concentration for a multi-pair bipolar cell with
14 mL bed volume. Concentration profile reaches dynamic steady state with stable capture and release after 6–7 cycles. (c) Specific energy consumption
(energy consumption per moles captured) for each cycle. Results show a clear tradeoff between capture rate and energy efficiency.
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treated; this displaced CO2 is part of the final product. Once the
column has been filled with fresh air, the quinones are again
reduced, and CO2 is adsorbed. Figure 7e indicates that the CO2

is adsorbed from the stagnant air filling the column before the
next cycle is begun, but this step can be implicit in the first step
of the next cycle. The nominal concentrations and flow rates of
the effluent gas during the different stages are also shown.

The overall efficiency of the process relies on adsorption
and desorption rates under different partial pressures, which
highlights the importance of electrolyte selection, and specifi-
cally, the role of CO2 solubility in the electrolyte on the
performance of the process. We here demonstrate the effect of
CO2 solubility on both the working capacity and the transport
dynamics. To this end, we consider the simple system show in
Figure 8, which captures many of the salient features of the

adsorption swing process. For simplicity, we assume a constant
feed gas partial pressure p, quinone concentration cQ, and
interfacial concentration of the dissolved gas p=H (with H being
the Henry’s constant). The dissolved gas in the electrolyte
diffuses into the electrode and reacts rapidly with quinone
moieties at a reaction front that segregates the electrode into
two regions: one with dissolved gas and fully-reacted quinones,
and the other without dissolved gas and unreacted quinones (
cQ;0 initial concentration). As the gas reaches the reaction front
the quinone is consumed and the front moves further away
from the interface. Under these conditions, with the quinone
concentration significantly higher than the gas concentration,
the reaction front moves sufficiently slowly that the pseudo-
steady state assumption can be justified. The position of the
reaction front d is obtained by equating the rate of quinone
consumption to the flux of dissolved gas to the front. The
defining equations are:

@2c
@y2
¼ 0 with

c ¼ p=H at y ¼ 0

c ¼ 0 at y ¼ d

(

(2)

cQ
dd

dt
¼ � D

@c
@y

�
�
�
�
y¼d

with d ¼ 0 at t ¼ 0 (3)

The solution to this set of equations is simply
c ¼ ðp=HÞ 1 � y=dð Þ and d ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðp=HcQÞ2Dt

p
. The molar flux of

CO2 is thus j ¼ ðp=HÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cQH=pð Þ D=2tð Þ

p
. Upon desorption, on the

other hand, quinones release their full load of CO2 (i. e., cQ;0),
and the CO2 remaining in the electrolyte equilibrates at p*=H,
as the electrolyte equilibrates with the sweep stream with
partial pressure p* (p* � p). In the next cycle, this dissolved
CO2 complexes fully with the reduced quinones such that the
available quinone for uptake of the feed CO2 is now at
concentration cQ ¼ cQ;0 � p*=H, which is lower than the initial
amount cQ;0. The total capacity for CO2 adsorption is given by

Figure 7. Schematic of an alternative swing process with capture from an air feed stream with CO2 partial pressure p and desorption into a sweep stream of
pure CO2 at elevated pressure p* (with p* � p). The corresponding effluent CO2 partial pressure, flowrate, and cell voltage during steps (a) to (e) is also
shown.

Figure 8. Schematic showing concentration profiles of dissolved CO2 based
on a simplified quasi-steady state model during capture step (left) at partial
pressure p and release step (right) at higher partial pressure p* .
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sum of the amount dissolved in the electrolyte and the amount
that complexes with the available quinone, i. e.,

cads ¼
p
Hþ cQ;0 �

p*

H

� �

¼
p
H 1þ

cQ;0H
p �

p*

p

� �� �

(4)

This is the maximum working capacity, which places a
constraint on the quinone concentration required for a desired
operation at partial pressures: cQ;0 > ðp

* � pÞ=H: This result
clearly shows that, for a given partial pressure swing, electro-
lytes having a higher capacity for CO2 (lower H) require higher
quinone loading. Thus, from an overall utilization perspective, a
lower solubility in the electrolyte is desired. On the other hand,
low solubilities have an adverse effect on transport rates, as the
flux during the subsequent capture step is now given by

j ¼ p
H

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cQ;0H
p �

p*
p

� �
D
2t

r

and the capture time (time to fully load the

electrode of thickness l) is approximately t � Q0H
p �

p*
p

� �
l2

2D.

To gain insight into desorption dynamics, we consider the
development of the CO2 concentration profile by assuming an
initially uniform CO2 concentration of ðcQ;0 þ p=HÞ and purely
diffusive CO2 transport through the electrode towards the
interface, which is at concentration of p*=H. The first-order
(long-time) solution can be written as:

c �
p
H

p*

p þ
cQ;0H
p �

p*

p

� �

þ 1
� �

2
p
sin

p

2l
y

� �
exp �

p2Dt
4l2

� �� �
(5)

This solution, although simplified, indicates that for a given
feed partial pressure p, with recovery into a sweep stream at p* ,
the important parameters governing both the working capacity
and the fluxes are ðcQ;0H=p � p*=pÞ and p*=p, i. e., the quinone
concentration (loading) relative to the CO2 concentration in the
electrolyte at equilibrium and the ratio of the product partial
pressure relative to that in the feed. Lastly, we note that while
this derivation has been for an idealized system, and it has
been assumed that equilibrium is reached in both the
adsorption and desorption steps, the general conclusions
regarding the impact of the governing parameters identified
here can be expected to hold under more realistic operating
conditions with smaller working capacities under non-equili-
brium conditions.

Conclusions

Carbon capture is crucial for mitigation of the unprecedented
rise in the atmospheric concentration of anthropogenic CO2.
With the vast scale of distributed emission sources, this work
focuses on direct air capture (DAC), as a viable solution for
carbon removal. We demonstrated an electrochemically medi-
ated DAC system with modular and expandable bipolar cell
structure that utilizes redox activity of quinone moieties for
effective capture and release of CO2. Our electrochemical cell
consisted of a series of PVAQ-CNT cathodes,

poly(vinylferrocene)-CNT (PVFc-CNT) anodes, 1-butyl-3-meth-
ylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([BMIM][TFSI])
ionic liquid electrolytes and separators (collectively, a module)
that were electrically in-series. This led to a significant decrease
in required volume for the system implementation, paving a
way for potential application of the presented electrochemical
technique at a large scale. Detailed investigation on the
characteristics of the system depending on the operation
voltage was carried out, which led to the successful demon-
stration of capture from (and release to) an extremely dilute
stream of 400 ppm (0.04%) CO2 via a meso-scale eight-pair
bipolar cell; specific energy consumption as low as 113 kJ per
mole of CO2 at the optimized condition attests to the promise
for electrochemically mediated DAC. We note that electro-
chemical techniques, unlike incumbent technologies that often
require temperature and/or pH swings, rely entirely on simple
voltage modulation, eliminating the need for use of chemical
agents and addressing subsequent waste problems. Although a
rigorous technoeconomic analysis and technological break-
throughs (such as addressing oxygen sensitivity of quinones
and improving electrode architecture for enhanced uptake
rates) are yet needed for actual applications, the abovemen-
tioned advantages of the electrochemical process presented in
this study suggest that this technique is a promising option for
mitigation of CO2.
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